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If one wants to summarize what Paper 
Crown does, it’ll sound like this, “Paper 
Crown engages youth in participatory dia-
logue and informal education to break the 
intergenerational circle of gender discrim-
ination and violence”. The problem with 
summaries however, is that they are exactly 
that. Summaries. Very few words for a far 
bigger thing with an even bigger impact. In 
this issue, we take a look at Paper Crown 
and what it has meant to the young people 
that have been involved in its activities.

Paper Crown Institute is a non-profit orga-
nization in Canada and Rwanda. It was offi-
cially launched in 2014 by Canadian gender 
specialist and consultant Katie Carlson, and 
had its first project in 2015. PCI started out 
as a mix of gender projects for youth, as well 
as consulting and research. Despite the ef-
forts of the government to encourage gender 
equality and empower women in the soci-
ety, many Rwandan girls and women still 
face gender discrimination and violence. 
This is why, after leading gender empower-
ment workshops with adolescent girls, the 
founder discovered the potential of change 
through impacting their mindset. This 
discovery led to a consequence of empower-
ment projects such as the pilot project, “The 
Uwicyeza Project” which aimed at improv-
ing self-confidence, fostering vital gender 

knowledge, and nurturing public speaking 
and critical thinking skills, among others.

Other projects by Paper Crown have been 
“The Queen’s Gambit” which was a 12-week 
project on gender knowledge and skills 
development for secondary school girls in 
Rwanda. The project also used tutoring in 
the game of chess to improve strategic plan-
ning and critical thinking skills.

Recently, Paper Crown has rebranded and 
is now including boys in their workshops 
and clubs model where project members 
are encouraged to form clubs and initiate 
their own community outreach projects after 
being equipped with the skills and means to 
implement their ideas and positively influ-
ence their communities. 

Paper Crown is still quite small and works 
as a non-profit social enterprise with only a 
few members of their project team. Most of 
its revenue comes from gender consulting 
work led by Katie or assignments done for 
other organizations. Their non-profit activi-
ties have been fully funded through crowd-
funding activities in the past, but for the 
past three years PCI received funding from 
the Paul G. Allen Family Foundation for 
three cycles of The Queen’s Gambit project . 

Why Paper Crown?
The institute is named Paper Crown be-
cause it embodies the leadership that it 
stands for. PCI believes that, just like a 
paper crown, leadership is something every-
one must craft, shape, develop and choose to 
wear for themselves. Therefore, it strongly 
believes that when one is equipped with 
leadership skills, critical thinking and per-
sonal self-confidence, there’s a great chance 
for that person to create major impact in 
the society. Thus, making the creation and 
self-crowning process with a paper crown 
even more valuable than a jeweled crown.

Crowned in Paper!
FEEL Mag joined a club session with the 
young boys and girls that have been trained 
by PCI at the secondary school, Lycée de Ki-
gali (LDK). These enthusiastic young people 
played and talked with us letting us know 
that they have formed a club and named it, 
“the Social Justice Transformers”! The club 
now has roughly 36 members, both boys and 
girls, all curious and empowered to share 
their knowledge and opinions on gender bal-
ance with their society. Some of them talked 
to us and told us what being in the club has 
meant for them and what has been changed 
in their perspective.

Paper Crown
Institute

By Salma Peter
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Lina, female club member

“Being in the club has been nice to me be-
cause I have been trying to know who I am, 
who I should be and what I could be in the 
future. Through PC I have learned public 
speaking, how to help the community and 
initiate activities that benefit the society and 
country at large”.

Kato, male club member

“I have learned in this club that boys and 
girl are not meant to be treated the way 
they are just because of their gender. I 
have learned that they both have their own 
strengths and each strength is crucial. So, 
all we have to do is unite instead of thinking 
one is greater than the other and we can be 
able to achieve more since we all need each 
other to make something that will help the 
entire human race and the world. That’s 
what I have learned as a boy in the club”.

Divine, female club member

“I have been with PC since The Queen’s 
Gambit. At first it was just girls, 24 of us. 
And we learned about gender equality and 
discovered that there are things that we 
thought were normal but now we know 
that there were rights that we deserved and 
didn’t get. We learned how to proclaim our 
rights because once you don’t feel worthy no 
one will find you worthy. We also learned 
community work and other things. After the 
project, we proposed to start a club because 
we didn’t want to not share the things we 
had learned. We work with boys in the clubs 
because we realized that we couldn’t practice 
gender equality without boys and without 
them understanding why or how to change. 
We formed Social Justice Transformers, be-
cause we want to bring change beyond gen-
der, on other possible parts of life as well. 
This is a good experience for me because we 
do it together”.

Sandra, female club member

“The club changed my perspective as a girl 
in the community. Before this, there are 
things that I didn’t know were my rights 
and thought were just part of my life and 
I was supposed to experience them. I got to 
understand that it’s like a virus that I got to 
experience because I am a girl but that can 
be changed. In this project, I learned how to 
make that change. In the club I get to make 
that change and even train other girls who 
haven’t gotten that knowledge yet. So, it was 
a great change on my mentality and I now 
want to change the mentality of others”. 

Together with meeting the Social Justice 
transformers, we met up with the energetic 
founder of the institute and got to know 
about her and what has inspired her work 
and passions.
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She calls herself a mountain girl at heart! 
Katie was born in the province of British 
Colombia, Vancouver and grew up on the 
coast of Canada. In her early years, she 
trained in different dances and went to a 
fine art school where she studied drama and 
dance for five years and majored in drama 
after grade ten. Driven by her love for tell-
ing visual stories she went for film studies 
at Simon Fraser University. 
With Maturity came the realization that 
she wanted to be involved in social justice 
and thought of using documentaries to tell 
stories on global issues.

The road then continued from working 
on television to performing for the Vagi-
na Monologues, involvement in activism 
for women rights, burlesque dancing for 
fundraising… all these led to the realization 
that she didn’t want to only make movies 
about her causes but get involved in mak-
ing the changes on the ground. It drove her 
to applying for a master’s program in the 
school for international studies at Simon 
Fraser university.

She came to Rwanda for her thesis research 
in 2011, a comparative gender study on 
Rwanda and South Africa. She immediately 
loved Rwanda and came back five months 
later to work, after submitting her thesis. 
She consulted with different neighboring 
countries and in time established Paper 
Crown.

For Paper Crown, Katie is the founder and 
Executive Director. She works with a proj-
ect coordinator who helps her run the in-
stitute, Clementine Nyirarukundo. Katie’s 
role specifically is on the training where 
she develops the curriculum, facilitates 
workshops and does all of the external PR. 
Just like most entrepreneurs, she admits 
to being hands-on in the technical business 
running and driving the vision. She jokes 
that her drive is just being a woman and 
that keeps her moving and passionate. On a 
serious note however, she believes that she 
is driven by a thirst for social justice.

Meet 
Katie 
Carlson!
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We asked Katie a few random questions 
and here’s what she has to say:

OTHER THAN PAYING BILLS, WHAT 
ELSE WOULD MAKE YOU KEEP A 
JOB?
Right now, I don’t do anything to pay bills! 
I do it because the passion is what led me 
to the job and what has kept me there!

WHAT’S THE MOST INTERESTING 
BUT LEAST NOTICEABLE THING 
ABOUT YOU?
I am an introvert masquerading as an ex-
trovert. I mean, I love being around people 
and getting energy from people. Because 
of my personality however, when I interact 
with people I always give like 110% but 
then after that I have to retreat into my 
cave and charge my batteries. So, I spend 
a lot of time at home, sleeping, taking long 
hot showers___ ow, and I have an obses-
sion with bath products like soaps, condi-
tioners. The other thing is that I’m super 
into science, specifically astronomy and 
quantum physics.

YOU ARE ALWAYS BOLD WITH 
YOUR OPINION ON SOCIAL MEDIA. 
IS THAT AN INBORN TRAIT OR AC-
QUIRED KNOWLEDGE?
First of all, why not?! That’s always been 
my personality, but I think it’s a perfect 
happy marriage of those two. I feel totally 
confident being that bold about specif-
ic things. If it’s something I don’t know 
about, I wouldn’t come out and say some-
thing like, “you should invest in the real 
estate market, right now!”, I don’t know 
anything about that! But what I speak 
boldly about is what I can back up 110% 
and that for me is the most important 
part.

IF A ZEBRA WALKS IN HERE IN A 
KITENGE TURBAN, WHAT DO YOU 
THINK IT’LL SAY?
Let’s party, kids, it’s Friday!

IF YOU COULD BE A NEW ADDITION 
TO A CRAYON BOX, WHAT COLOR 
WOULD YOU BE? WHY?
I don’t know… I think I would want to be 
a blended crayon where they mix the wax 
together so that it’s different color the 
more you color with it. And I would pick a 
deep rich purple and like a super-hot pink 
and then like an ocean-y teal blue. They 
are my favorite and it’s a blend with differ-
ent aspects!
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